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SEAMLESS INTERGRATION
Seamless integration is the idea of making a very complex system perform effortlessly for 
users, so that anyone can use it. This case study features UX Labs at 
Full Sail University.

BACKGROUND
Full Sail University is at the forefront of helping video game companies analytically and 
scientifically understand the elements and motivation behind player behavior. The User 
Experience Lab is a space designed to focus on game development, user experience, focus 
group testing, and content streaming via the Internet. The User Experience or “UX” Lab will 
provide state-of-the-art testing to over 5,000 play testers annually, including Full Sail students 
and graduates, as well as external members of the community. ZIO partnered up with Full Sail
University as the audiovisual integrator, combining audio, video switching, custom user 
interface and two-way voice communication; opening the doors to new educational 
experiences for students and members of the gaming community. 
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SOLUTION
The play test rooms consist of PC computer 
stations and act as a simple classroom for 
instructors. The usability areas are smaller 
rooms for single user PC game play with two 
inputs from a PC, a fixed camera, and a 
talkback system with ceiling speakers and 
mics. The console usability rooms are 
larger rooms for multi-user game play with 
one input, a wall mounted display, an 
adjustable camera, audio, and a talkback 
system with ceiling speakers and mics. The 
researcher’s space was designed for 
observations. It included a control room, 
conference room and a master control room. 
The first control room has one control 
position with two desktop monitors on 
swing-arm mounts and a headset mic with 
wall jack connection to the audio system. 

The second control room or “conference 
room” has one control position with one input 
in the conference table, a large flat panel 
display and a local audio system. The master 
control room has three control positions at 
the desk, each with dual monitors and head-
set mics with wall jack connections.

CHALLENGE
This project is unique, for there is nothing 
quite like it to compare it to. Full Sail’s 
current system they were operating with 
was built out of necessity and was not fully 
functional as a testing lab. Full Sail came 
to ZIO with a much better plan of what 
they needed, presenting several detailed 
discussions on how to formalize the “user 
experience”. 

The most challenging part of this overall 
project was the ongoing coordination 
with the general contractors, ensuring the 
project was carried out to meet every 
detailed and unique specification. 
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Key Project Equipment

 » Two-way conversations, allowing 
guests to listen in and record at the 
same time

 » A control center dedicated to 
metrics tracking and video feed 
analysis and observation

 » iFull physiology suite with all of the 
tools needed for physiological 
assessments like electrical heart, 
muscle and neuron activity in 
players

 » PC game play with two inputs 
from a PC, a fixed camera, and 
a talkback system with ceiling 
speakers and microphones
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RESULTS 

The project couldn’t have had a better 
outcome. The UX lab is opening the doors to 
new educational experiences for students 
and members of the community. The User 
Experience Lab will address and execute 100+ 
research projects per year for companies 
from multiple industries, as well as provide a 
project-based teaching environment. Full Sail’s 
twelve month curriculum puts students in the 
classroom for five months before they get to 
spend seven months in the new User 
Experience Lab. 
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WHO WE ARE
We are a team passionate about the latest 
home integration technology.

ABOUT US
ZIO is a Winter Park-based technology solutions provider for residential and 
commercial segments. Beyond traditional product sales and installation we 
deliver solutions; solutions that are custom designed for each and every 
client’s specific needs.

For over fifteen years, the experienced and award-winning professionals at 
ZIO have been partnering with clients at their homes and offices to design, 
install and support custom solutions with the latest yet affordable technology. 
ZIO employs a full-time staff of over 30 committed and passionate employees.

We are passionate about being the technology partner of 
choice. Our mission is to make technology an asset for our 
customers, by striving to make their technology seamless.


